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Southwestern Mandarin is one of the most important modern Chinese dialects, with over
270 million speakers. One of its most noticeable phonological features is an inconsistent
distinction between the pronunciation of (n) and (l), a feature shared with Cantonese.
However, while /n/-/l/ in Cantonese has been studied extensively, especially in its effect
upon English pronunciation, the /l/-/n/ distinction has not been widely studied for
Southwestern Mandarin speakers. Many speakers of Southwestern Mandarin learn
Standard Mandarin as a second language when they begin formal schooling, and
English as a third language later. Their lack of /l/-/n/ distinction is largely a marker of
regional accent. In English, however, the lack of a distinction risks loss of intelligibility
because of the high functional load of /l/-/n/. This study is a phonetic investigation of initial
and medial (n) and (l) production in English and Standard Mandarin by speakers of
Southwestern Mandarin. Our goal is to identify how Southwestern Mandarin speakers
produce (n) and (l) in their additional languages, thus providing evidence for variations
within Southwestern Mandarin and identifying likely difficulties for L2 learning. Twenty-five
Southwestern Mandarin speakers recorded English words with word initial (n) and (l),
medial <ll> or <nn> spellings (e.g., swallow, winner), and word-medial (nl) combinations
(e.g., only) and (ln) combinations (e.g., walnut). They also read Standard Mandarin
monosyllabic words with initial (l) and (n), and Standard Mandarin disyllabic words with
(l) or (n). Of the 25 subjects, 18 showed difficulties producing (n) and (l) consistently where
required, while seven (all part of the same regional variety) showed no such difficulty. The
results indicate that SWM speakers hadmore difficulty with initial nasal sounds in Standard
Mandarin, which was similar to their performance in producing Standard Mandarin
monosyllabic words. For English, production of (l) was significantly less accurate than
(n), and (l) production in English was significantly worse than in Standard Mandarin. When
both sounds occurred next to each other, there was a tendency toward producing only
one sound, suggesting that the speakers assimilated production toward one phonological
target. The results suggest that L1 influence may differ for the L2 and L3.
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INTRODUCTION

When the novel coronavirus that produces COVID-19 was first
identified in the city of Wuhan, the Chinese government closed
off the city of 11 million and a wider area with a population of 60
million. New hospitals were built, and doctors and other medical
workers came from all over China to treat victims of the disease.
One of the outcomes of this unprecedented lockdown was dialect/
language contact between the Southwestern Mandarin (SWM)
speakers of Wuhan and its related dialect areas and speakers of
other dialects of Mandarin, resulting in the development of apps
that translate the pronunciation of SWM speakers into Standard
Mandarin for outside medical workers (Li et al., 2020). Without
these technological solutions, there would have been widespread
difficulty in communication, necessitating a larger number of
interpreters who could bridge the gap between SWM patients and
healthcare workers from other areas of China. Among the most
challenging pronunciation differences for outsiders was the non-
distinction between /l/ and /n/, a common marker of SWM.

The lack of an /l/-/n/ contrast in SWM, which is also found
among Cantonese speakers (e.g., Hung, 2000; Ng, 2017) and in
some other Mandarin-speaking areas of China such as Gansu
province (e.g., Zhang, 2012; Han, 2014) is less well-known than
some other highly studied pronunciation problems, especially the
/l/-/ɹ/ contrast. Difficulty with /l/-/ɹ/ (e.g., lice-rice, collect-correct,
fell-fair) is characteristic of Japanese English pronunciation, and it
was heavily studied because of the ubiquity of Japanese learners of
English starting in the mid 20th century. The mispronunciation of
these sounds continues to stereotype Japanese English.

Both the /l/-/ɹ/ and /l/-/n/ contrasts involve the lateral /l/, and
both involve another consonant similar to it in sonority (Yip,
2011), one a (coronal) approximant and the other a nasal.
Phonologically, Japanese has neither /l/ nor /ɹ/, but rather has
an apico-alveolar tap which shares some aspects of its articulation
with both English /l/ and /ɹ/. Similarly, many SWM speakers
appear not to have a contrast between the /l/ and /n/, which
can cause challenges in being able to perceive and produce such a
distinction in another language. Brown (1998) argues that when L2
speakers try to learn a phonemic contrast for which their L1 has no
equivalent feature contrast (e.g., the coronal feature of English /l-r/
is not employed in Japanese), their perception of the novel contrast
is unlikely to improve with increased proficiency. In contrast,
learning a novel contrast when the L1 employs the same feature
but not the same contrast leads to increased accuracy with
increasing proficiency (e.g., English /l-ɹ/ for Chinese speakers
who are familiar with the coronal feature from Chinese, or
evidence that Japanese speakers improve on English /b-v/
because Japanese exploits the stop-continuant contrast in other
sound contrasts). In regard to our study, it is possible that the /l/-/
n/ merger in SWM speakers’ phonological systems may lead them
to produce their sounds with overlapping features of both /l/ and
/n/. In other words, both alveolar laterals and alveolar nasals are
featurally ambivalent and ambiguous. Mielke (2005) provides
evidence that both sounds are ambiguous with regard to the
feature (continuant) because in some languages laterals and
nasals pattern similarly to (−continuant) sounds and in other
languages they pattern similarly to (+continuant) sounds.

Mielke suggests that the feature (continuant) be underspecified
for certain sounds (especially nasals and laterals) to account for the
patterns evident in different languages. Similarly, Ladefoged and
Maddieson (1996) demonstrate that laterals occur with multiple
types of articulation, and that a posited feature (lateral) may ormay
not have a central closure. For nasals, Ladefoged and Maddieson
(1996) document a variety of partially nasalized consonants,
including nasalized approximants.

Besides featural differences, an inconsistent distinction
between (l) and (n) may be the result of a laterally articulated
nasal (Soejima et al., 1990; Yip, 2011), which would have aspects
of both (l) and (n). Without an acoustic analysis of SWM
speakers’ productions, which is beyond the scope of this
paper, it is not clear whether SWM (l) and (n) articulations
can be described similarly to the sounds produced in English and
Standard Mandarin. Unlike the more extensive research on (l)
and (n) in Cantonese learners of English, there is little research on
SWM speakers’ pronunciation of (l) and (n) in either standard
Mandarin or in English. The goal of this study is to provide a
beginning to such research.

The study uses production data to describe the distribution of
SWM speakers’ production of /l/ and /n/ in two additional
languages, Standard Mandarin and English. Because we have no
equivalent perception data, we cannot make claims for why there are
variations in the production of (l) and (n). Goto (1971) reminds us
that adult learners may be more successful in producing sounds that
they do not perceive, and that production datamay overrepresent L2
learners’ perception. It is also possible that the sound produced by
SWM speakers may use a variable articulation that has both nasal
and lateral elements (Soejima et al., 1990) that are heard by listeners
with an /l/-/n/ contrast (such as the researchers) as fitting into one
category better than another. Such variable articulations are
common in languages. The /s/ in English, for example, may be
articulated with the tongue tip up toward the alveolar ridge or the
tongue tip down behind the bottom teeth and the tongue blade
raised toward the alveolar ridge. This variation is rarely noticed by
English speakers, but the tongue tip up articulation has been argued
to be the cause of Japanese speakers’ difficulty producing differences
between /s/ and /ʃ/ in English words (Raver-Lampman et al., 2015).

SOUTHWESTERN MANDARIN

Southwestern Mandarin, the most widely used dialect of
Mandarin (Li, 2009) with over 270,000,000 speakers (Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences, 2012), is spoken mainly in nine
provinces and regions including all of Sichuan, Chongqing,
Guizhou, and Yunnan, and some areas in Hubei, Guangxi,
Hunan, Shanxi, and Jiangxi (Figure 1).

Southwestern Mandarin was probably originally centered in
Sichuan, then spread to Hubei, Guizhou, Yunnan, Guangxi and
other provinces with Sichuan (including Chongqing
municipality) as the center (Qian, 2010). Southwestern
Mandarin has been classified into six dialect varieties, that is
Chuanqian, Xishu, Chuanxi, Yunnan, Huguang and Guiliu. Each
variety has several sub-varieties, with a total of 22 sub-varieties
identified (Li, 2009; Qian, 2010; Chinese Academy of Social
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Sciences, 2012). Others have classified it into more dialects
(Baker, 1993; Kupaska, 2010). Different dialect varieties have
distinctive distributions of phonological features.

For this study, we look at the pronunciation of alveolar nasal
and lateral consonants in SWM speakers’ L2 and L3 production
(Li, 2004; Sun, 2011). We first look at the production of all speakers
to determine whether they represent different sub-dialects of SWM
in their production of (l) and (n) (Qian, 2010). Like any large
dialect area, Southwestern Mandarin has variation in how
particular phonological features are realized. For example, the
Chuanqian variety is reported to widely confuse /n/ and /l/.
Only the alveolar nasal exists in the Chengyu sub-variety of the
Chuanqian variety (Zeng, 2009; Zhou, 2014; Li, 2017), but in the
Qianzhong sub-variety of Chuanqian, the opposite is true, with
only a lateral evident but no nasal (Wang, 1981; Yuan, 1996). In the
Xishu variety, the confusion of /n/-/l/ also exists, but the phonology
of the sounds in the variety is not established (Luo, 2016). In
contrast, the Yunnan variety is considered part of SWM because it
shares other phonological features with other sub-varieties of
SWM, but speakers of this variety appear to distinguish /l/ and
/n/ (Wang, 1986; Li, 2004; Qian, 2010; Chen, 2013).

LITERATURE REVIEW

The /l/-/n/ Contrast in Cantonese and
Southwest Mandarin
Nasal and lateral sounds are common across languages of the
world, with only a few languages lacking nasals (Mielke, 2005).

Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996) also show that both nasals and
laterals occur with multiple types of articulation (e.g.,
approximants, fricatives, clicks) and in different places of
articulation (e.g., labial, velar, alveolar, palatal). Nasal
consonants are produced by lowering the soft palate so air
flows out through the nasal cavity, and the articulators
completely stop the oral airflow. A lateral consonant is often
but not always produced with a central obstruction, and air passes
through one or both sides of the tongue (Ladefoged and Johnson,
2011). The two sounds thus differ mainly in the presence or
absence of nasal airflow or in whether the air comes out of the
nose or from the sides of the tongue. Acoustically, English (n) and
(l) differ in their F2 (Koffi, 2019). In StandardMandarin, the F2 of
the Standard Mandarin (n) is often weak and sometimes even
disappears, while the F2 of (l) sometimes shows only a low F2
value (Lin et al., 2013) but is higher when preceding a high vowel
and lower when preceding a low vowel (Bao and Lin, 2014).

There are at least two Chinese languages in which /l/ and /n/
do not always contrast. The first is Southwestern Mandarin, and
the second is Cantonese (Deterding, 2010). Of these two,
Cantonese is far more extensively studied. Historically,
Cantonese had both /l/ and /n/ phonemes, but the two sounds
have merged over time toward becoming one phoneme with two
allophones in complementary distribution (Zee, 1999): (l) occurs
in syllable-initial environments, while (n) occurs syllable finally
(Ng, 2017), a similar distribution to the light and dark /l/ sounds
in English. As a result, Cantonese speakers do not produce (l) in
coda position, and the dark (ɫ) found in English is commonly
ignored altogether (Wong, 2008). Younger speakers in Hong

FIGURE 1 | Southwestern Mandarin location and six dialect varieties.
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Kong have led this merger (Yeung, 1980; Tong and James, 1994;
Chan and Li, 2000). Ng (2017) showed an incomplete merger of
these two sounds. Initial /n/ was pronounced as (l) 72.3% of the
time in Standard Mandarin words whereas initial /l/ was
pronounced as (n) only about 4% of the time. In perception,
Cantonese listeners misidentified (n) as (l) in 30.3% of items,
while (l) was misidentified as (n) in 24.8% of items.

Because of the historical connections between Britain and
Hong Kong, much of the research on the /l/-/n/ merger among
Hong Kong Cantonese speakers has looked at the effect of the
merger on their English pronunciation (e.g., Deterding, 2006;
Deterding et al., 2008). Au (2011) looked at how HK Cantonese
speakers produced initial /n/ and /l/ in English syllables. The
research reported that words with initial (n) were produced
invariably with (l). Chan (2014) does not mention /l/-/n/ as a
problem for HK Cantonese EFL learners, indicating that initial /l/
is more likely to be confused with /ɹ/ or /w/, but this may be
because Chan (2011), in a study of perception of English sounds
by Cantonese EFL learners, found that their production was
almost completely accurate (97%), and that learners were
largely able to distinguish /l/ and /n/ initially (96% accurate).
In an earlier contrastive analysis, Chan and Li (2000)
characterized initial laterals in Cantonese in this way: initial (l)
as in ‘love’ /lʌv/ may sometimes be pronounced with some “n”
quality, giving the impression of a nasalized /l/ sound, viz. (l)̃ (p.
80). Another study suggests that their perception may not be so
accurate. Li and Hua (2014) studied the effects of visual cues on
the ability of both groups to perceive /l/ and /n/ accurately. While
they found that audiovisual input (audio supplemented by facial
cues of native speakers) significantly helped Cantonese speakers
to better distinguish the two sounds, the Mandarin speakers who
served as a comparison group found the visual cues unnecessary
because they already had a phonemic contrast between /l/ and /n/.

The non-final /l/ and /n/ of SWM speakers seems to follow
different patterns from those attested for Cantonese, but there are
many questions about /l/-/n/ in SWM that remain unanswered.
[In coda position, SWM, like other Mandarin varieties, does not
license the lateral but allows (n), although the realization of (n) in
our data (Zhang and Levis, 2020) varied between a
(+consonantal) pronunciation and a (−consonantal) sound,
i.e., a nasalized vowel.] Although the historical loss of a
distinction between these sounds in SWM is likely related to a
historical process of denasalization (Soejima et al., 1990; Hu,
2007), different sub-dialects in SWM have different realizations
of the historical change, as Soejima et al. (1990), p. 131 say:

In some Chinese dialects, mainly in southern China,
(including southern Mandarin dialects), the opposition
between /n/ and /1/ has been lost which existed in so-
called Ancient Chinese . . . However, the reflexes of
these phonemes in modern Chinese dialects and the
environmental conditions of this merger are not
uniform. That is, in some dialects these phonemes
coalesced into /n/ (e.g., Changsha in Hunan,
Chengdu in Sichuan), and in some other dialects into
/1/ (e.g. Nanjing in Jiangsu). In some dialects, that
coalescence occurred only in syllables without the

medial front glide (j) (e.g. Nanchang in Jiangxi . . . ),
while in some other dialects this coalescence occurred
spontaneously.

In another possible example of a production that combines
both lateral and nasal features Chan (1987) reports that younger
Southern Min speakers produce (n) as (n ̥l). Some sub-dialects of
SWM are reported to have /l/ but not /n/ (Zhang, 2007 for
Sichuan English), others /n/ but not /l/, and yet others have both
phonemes yet fail to always contrast the sounds (Ao and Low,
2012). It is also clear that Cantonese and SWM pattern
differently. In SWM, initial /n/ seems to be more stable than
initial /l/ (Koffi, 2019), and there is little evidence of a
complementary distribution in the two sounds, but neither do
the sounds seem to be in free variation (Zhang, 2007). Ultimately,
there is too little information about the distribution of the two
sounds in the L1, and not enough is known about how the two
sounds occur in L2 and L3 perception and production. Zhang
(2007), for example, presented only a single case study of a
speaker from Sichuan. Pennington and Saunders (2013)
developed a pilot corpus of two speakers from Guiliu, a
subdialect of SWM, in which they assert that “/l/ merges with
/n/”, yet without evidence for the assumption that /n/ is the
phoneme that is more stable. Koffi (2019) provided an acoustic
analysis of only five mispronunciations in three words from an
online database. Ao and Low (2012), in a study of the English
spoken in Yunnan province (part of the larger SW Mandarin
dialect region) did not identify /l/ and /n/ as a likely problem for
this sub-dialect, perhaps because Yunnan is sometimes reported
to speak Northwestern Mandarin (Chan, 1987).

The /l/-/ɹ/ and /l/-/n/ Contrasts
We can hypothesize patterns of production of (l) and (n) from
other research, especially the /l/-/ɹ/ contrast. There is strong
research evidence from Japanese learners of English that
learning to perceive and produce the /l/-/ɹ/ contrast is
extremely challenging. A number of studies have documented
significant improvements from training in both perception and
production (Hazan et al., 2005; Aoyama et al., 2008), and there is
also evidence that production accuracy can be better than
perception accuracy (Goto, 1971), and that perception is a
more reliable measure of whether an L2 speaker’s production
difficulties are based on fundamental difficulties in perceiving
differences between two L2 sounds. Brown (1998) and Brown
(2000) demonstrates that difficulties with nonnative phonemic
contrasts are not all equivalent, proposing that when features in a
learner’s L1 sound system match features in the L2 (e.g.,
continuant), L2 phonological perception is likely to be more
successful, but that when a feature important in distinguishing
phonemes in the L2 system is not present in the L1 system [e.g.,
the non-use of the (coronal) feature in Japanese and Korean], L2
perception will be impaired regardless of increased L2
proficiency. Brown (2000) provides an example of the English
/s/-/θ/ contrast, which because of the feature (distributed), was
equally difficult to perceive for Japanese, Korean and Chinese
learners of English whose L1s do not require a distinction
between (distributed) and (anterior). Applied to the /l/-/n/
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contrast, SWM may not have a featural distinction between (n)
and (l) even though childhood classroom learning of Standard
Mandarin could call attention to the contrast, attention that could
be later reinforced by learning of English. Yip (2011), p. 12 argues
that although there is conflicting evidence for a feature called
(lateral), there is compelling indirect evidence for its reality:

In Eastern Catalan (and Sanskrit), for example, (lateral)
spreads onto nasals to create a lateral nasal: /nl/→ (ll̃) in
/son les tres/ → (soll̃es tres) . . . There are well-known
phonological processes that involve only (l) and (r), and
in which they either dissimilate, as in Latin, where the
suffix /-alis/ surfaces as (-aris) after a lateral root: nav-
alis vs. milit-aris . . . or assimilate, as in Sundanese,
where the infix /-ar-/ surfaces as (-al) after a preceding
/l/: (k-ar-usut) vs. (l-al- əga).

In the absence of perception data, previous research on other
contrasts offers hints about possible challenges faced by SWM
speakers in producing a distinction between (l) and (n). Goto
(1971) shows that Japanese speakers who cannot reliably
distinguish /l/-/ɹ/ nevertheless may be able, because of varied
spoken strategies, to produce the sounds correctly at a much
higher rate. Brown (1998) explains that L2 learners often can
“accurately produce a nonnative contrast even though the same
learners are unable to distinguish the two sounds perceptually” (p.
156). This happens because they already have fully developed motor
control, allowing them to often carry out necessary articulatory
movements to be heard as they intend. For example, SWM speakers
may be able to produce differences between (l) and (n) when they
read words because they know that spelling differences in the written
input reflect different sounds.

If the challenges in pronouncing this contrast come from
SWM lacking a featural distinction between the two sounds, we
would expect that production errors would be common in all
environments, with some environments being more challenging
than others. We would also expect that speakers from different
varieties of SWM would have different frequencies of errors
depending on whether the variety has been described as
having an /n/, an /l/, or both phonemes (Qian, 2010).
Ultimately, however, a production study cannot provide
evidence for whether SWM speakers perceive the differences
between the sounds when pronouncing an L2.

/l/-/n/, Functional Load and Speech
Intelligibility
Many Chinese students study abroad in English-speaking
countries, with around 370,000 in the United States alone (IIE,
2019). Of these, a substantial number likely come from the
Southwestern Mandarin dialect area, which is also a
destination for foreign students (Leung and Sharma, 2020). A
non-distinction between /l/ and /n/ in English, although an
identifying characteristic of their Chinese variety, may create
difficulties in outsiders understanding their Chinese speech (as in
the story at the beginning of this paper), but it is likely to be highly
damaging to the intelligibility of their English speech. L2

pronunciation teachers who have not encountered SWM
students may find themselves puzzled by this little discussed
error (Richards, 2012). This can be illustrated by an experience of
the second author. Once, a friend from Sichuan was going to go
the supermarket to buy “wallets.” When he was successfully
helped by his housemate (after initial confusion and many
corrections) to say “walnuts” instead, he immediately reverted
to “wallets” thinking he was finally saying it correctly, but the
production would likely create confusion in a supermarket.

In English, lack of a distinction between /l/ and /n/ is rated at
the highest level of the functional load (FL) scale for onset
consonants (Catford, 1987; Brown, 1988), a measure of how
likely two contrasting sounds are to confuse listeners. (There is no
equivalent measure for contrasts in Standard Mandarin, but in
the view of the first author, /l/ and /n/ do not often contrast in
Standard Mandarin.) High FL sound contrasts have many
minimal pairs (as in low-know, light-night) and a
correspondingly greater chance that mispronunciations will be
heard as a different word. In comparison, low FL sound contrasts
(such as thought-fought) have few minimal pairs, a lower
likelihood of confusion for listeners, and a greater likelihood
that listeners will be able to successfully understand an utterance
even when there is a pronunciation error. Functional load for
onsets is particularly important because such consonants are
most likely to lead listeners to expect a particular cohort of
words (Bent et al., 2007).

Functional load is a way to measure error gravity in regard to
segmental mispronunciations. Errors at the segmental level are
frequent because they are unavoidable in speech; they are also
conspicuous signals of nonnativeness or dialect, and they
correlate with how well speakers are understood (Zielinski,
2006; Munro et al., 2015). In one investigation of the effect of
segmental accuracy on intelligibility judgments, Bent et al. (2007)
found a strong correlation between judgments of intelligibility
and segmental pronunciation accuracy of vowels and word-initial
consonants. Zielinski (2008) similarly showed that errors in
stressed vowels and consonants that occurred in stressed
syllables were likely to damage intelligibility. These findings
have one thing in common: each segment is not equally
important for intelligibility, and thus teachers should prioritize
teaching certain segments. This view finds its most complete
explanation in the concept of FL (Catford, 1987; Brown, 1988;
Sewell, 2017), which offers a reason why some segments are more
important for intelligibility.

Although discussions of FL stretch back over 100 years, FL
became widely noticed in the 1980s in regard to L2 pronunciation
teaching (Catford, 1987; Brown, 1988; Catford, 1988). The FL
model presents the relative importance of segments in terms of
how much work two phonemes do in communicating meaning
differences in a language (Sewell, 2017). When words differing in
one sound (i.e., minimal pairs) are more frequent, the
corresponding sound contrast has a higher functional load in
the language. More complex measures of FL can be made by
taking various criteria into account, such as the number of
minimal pairs that a particular phonemic distinction
differentiates at the beginning of a word and end of a word
(Catford, 1987) and the frequency of occurrence of each word in a
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minimal pair; pairs of words that are both frequently encountered
have higher FL than those that are infrequent. Part of speech in a
minimal pair is another contributing factor. There is a higher
value when two words share the same part of speech, as listeners
are thought not to confound words as easily if the words are, for
example, a noun and a pronoun (Brown, 1988). Brown (1988)
also presents a hierarchy of the English phonemic contrasts
ranging from 1 (low) to 10 (high). There is empirical evidence
to support the use of FL in predicting judgments of
comprehensibility and accentedness. Munro and Derwing
(2006), using read-aloud sentences, explored the difference
between high FL and low FL consonantal errors (including
/l/-/n/) on ratings of comprehensibility and accentedness. They
found that high FL errors had a significantly larger effect on
judgments of comprehensibility and accentedness, and they also
found an effect of frequency for ratings of accentedness, that is,
two high FL errors caused greater severity in judgments of
accentedness, but this was not true for multiple low FL errors.

Kang and Moran (2014) correlated high and low FL errors
with test scores from the Cambridge ESOL General English
examinations. Low proficiency scores correlated with more FL
errors, while higher scores did not have many high FL errors. Low
FL errors, in contrast, though more frequent than high FL errors,
were similar in frequency for most levels. Suzukida and Saito
(2019), in another study looking at the correlation of high FL
errors with scores on two tasks with Japanese English learners in
Canada, found that segmental errors with high FL values were
more detrimental to judgments of comprehensibility than were
low FL errors.

Because the /l/-/n/ contrast is likely to affect listener judgments
of how comprehensible SWM speakers are and because it has been
insufficiently studied in previous research, we want to describe the
patterns of pronunciation for initial and medial /l/ and /n/ as well
as to look at how speakers pronounce the two sounds when they
occur together in the same word (e.g., walnut, only).

L2 and L3 Phonological Acquisition
This study looks at the effects of L1 on /l/-/n/ production in two
additional languages, Standard Mandarin and English. For SWM
speakers, Standard Mandarin is learned earlier (from the
beginning of formal schooling) than English, and Standard
Mandarin is typologically similar while English is not. There is
conflicting evidence about the effects of the L1 or L2 on L3
pronunciation. Hammarberg (2001) says that “there appears to be
a general tendency to activate an earlier secondary language in L3
performance rather than L1” (p. 23). The L3 can also influence the
L2, as Cabrelli Amaro (2017) points out that “an ostensibly
native-like L2 is more vulnerable to L3 influence than an L1”
(p. 699). Llama et al. (2010) point out that the two primary factors
involved in cross-linguistic influence for L3 acquisition are
language distance (i.e., whether they two languages are
typologically similar or dissimilar) and the language status of
the L2—that is, the proficiency strength of the L2. Llama et al.
(2010), who studied the voice onset time (VOT) of French-
English and English-French bilinguals learning Spanish as an
L3, found that the L2 was the stronger influence on VOT
production of L3 Spanish. In another study, however,

Wrembel (2013) found that Polish L1 speakers (with French
as their L2 and English as their L3) showed the strongest influence
of their L1 on L3 accentedness. Their L2 French, in contrast,
showed much less Polish influence. She suggests that L2 influence
is likely to be strongest in the earliest stages of proficiency. She
also points out that even though their French L2 was more
advanced, the participants had learned English as a second L2
but were now coming back to it after some years. As a result, the
stronger influence of language distance may have occurred
because both French and English were simultaneous L2s.

Our study is not able to state unambiguously whether the L1 or
L2 is the stronger influence on /l/ and /n/ production because we
have no data on the participants’ L1 production. Cabrelli Amaro
(2012) makes clear that the features being examined must be
represented by equivalent data from all three languages. However,
Standard Mandarin is both typologically closer and likely to be
more advanced in proficiency because of earlier learning. This
would indicate that accurate pronunciation of the English /l/-/n/
contrast, if influenced by the L2, would have a similar error rate.
However, if the error rate is much larger than that in the L2, it
would suggest that L1 influence is stronger.

This Study
Our exploratory study examines how common /l/ and /n/
pronunciation deviations are in the L2 speech of SWM
speakers. Although /l/ and /n/ substitutions are noticeable in
SWM L2 speech, and those substitutions are likely to affect
intelligibility, SWM speech is understudied in comparison to
/l/-/n/ in Cantonese L2 speech or /l/-/ɹ/ in Japanese L2 speech.
Because of this, our study describes what kinds of
mispronunciations are likely in SWM speakers’ production in
other languages, whether their L2 pronunciations can shed light
on their L2 phonology, and what information it provides for L2
pronunciation teaching. We look at five research questions that
focus on the effect of the L1 phonological system on errors, error
frequency for /l/ and /n/ production in both Standard Mandarin
and English, and the influence of linguistic environment on
production accuracy.

1) In regard to the production of /l/ and /n/, is SWM a consistent
dialect, that is, do all subjects have difficulty producing a
distinction between the two sounds?

Because there is evidence that different dialects of SWM
have differing patterns of (l) and (n) production, we first
established whether all participants have difficulty in
producing the distinctions. Those who had no difficulty
in producing the target distinction would be excluded
from further analysis so as to provide more accurate
results for those who did not distinguish the two
sounds.

2) Does (l) and (n) production vary by Tone and Rhyme in
Standard Mandarin? Does accuracy change when (l) and (n)
are pronounced in Standard Mandarin disyllabic words?
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The purpose of this question is to explore whether
linguistic environment affects accuracy of /l/-/n/
production in Standard Mandarin reading.
Environment here involves Tone and Rhyme
(especially the vowel following the /l/ or /n/).

3) Is there an effect of linguistic environment on the accuracy of
production in English words? To what extent do subjects
mispronounce initial (n) or (l) in English both when the
sounds occur alone and when there are competitor sounds at
the end of the word?

This question addresses whether the presence of a
competitor sound in the coda of the word (lemon,
label, nine, nail) as opposed to the target sound being
alone in the word (light, night). If participants make
more errors in production with a competitor sound, this
would suggest that the accuracy of initial (l) and (n) are
affected by the presence of a similar sound.

4) Do SWM speakers produce /n/ and /l/ significantly differently
in Standard Mandarin than they do in English?

This question asks whether the L1 shows different effects
on the production of (l) and (n) in the L2 (Standard
Mandarin) and L3 (English). It is possible for the L1 to
similarly affect both the L2 and L3, or for the L2 to affect
the L3 more than the L1. If L3 English has a higher rate of
production errors than L2 Standard Mandarin, this would
suggest that the L1 has a different impact on the additional
languages, and that the L2 does not impact the L3.

5) When /l/ and /n/ occur word medially in English, are there
differences in accuracy when the sounds occur alone or in
combination with the other sound?

This question looks at potentially dissimilar
phenomena. Medial (l) and (n) productions occur
singly, in this case with words with orthographic

doubling in which the orthography represents a
single sound, or together, that is, when both sounds
are pronounced (medial <ln> and <nl>). We expect
that words with both sounds (walnut, only) will show a
higher error rate while words with orthographically
doubled letters (swallow, winner) will have error
rates similar to initial (l) and (n).

METHOD

Subjects
Twenty-five native speakers of Southwestern Mandarin, all
current undergraduate students of Qufu Normal University,
China, were recruited in a manner consistent with the
institutional research guidelines of the university. All were
compensated for taking part in the study. All grew up within
the SWM area before attending college outside of the SWM area.
A questionnaire was used to obtain their biographical
information. All subjects indicated SW Mandarin was their
first oral language, and it was also their dominant language for
daily communication. Their hometowns and dialect areas are
listed in Table 1. The subjects were divided into three groups
according to their SWM dialect varieties and their first language
phonological system: the /l/ group were subjects whose dialect is
attested as having /l/ but not /n/ (Wang, 1981; Xiao, 1996; Ming,
1997, 2005; Zheng, 1999; Li, 2002; Wang et al., 2009; Xin, 2013;
Luo, 2016); the /n/ group were those whose dialect was attested as
having /n/ but not /l/ (Zeng, 2009; Zhou, 2014; Li, 2017) and the
/l/-/n/ group were those whose dialect is reported as having /l/
and /n/ (Wang, 1986; Lan, 1995; Su, 2010; Chen, 2013; Wei,
2018). Note that all varieties except the Chunqiang variety are
connected to a single pattern of /l/-/n/ production. All subjects
learned Standard Mandarin and English when they started their
formal education. They started to learn Standard Mandarin when
they were in kindergarten at the age of 4 or 5 years old, and to
learn English at the third year of primary school (around 9 years
old). Their mean age was 19.5 years (range 18–21), their mean
length of formal English instruction was 10 years (range
7–12 years), all of which was conducted in China (English is a
core subject in the curriculum of elementary, secondary and
tertiary education in China). They were not majoring in language
and had not had formal phonetic training, although phonetic
symbols are part of normal English instruction. All reported
normal speaking and hearing abilities.

Stimuli
Subjects read aloud a word list which included English and
Standard Mandarin words. The English word list included
words with /n/ and /l/ in onset, medial and coda positions
(Table 2). (Codas were included to examine the effect of
competitor sounds within the same word, but they were not
analyzed for this study.) For initial /n/, there were words with
only initial /n/ (night), words with initial and final /n/ (nation),
and words with initial /n/ and final /l/ (nail). Words with initial /l/
followed the same pattern. Example words include light, label,
and lemon. The three different types of words for initial /l/ and

TABLE 1 | Subjects’ dialect variety and hometowns.

Dialect variety City

Subjects whose dialect/city is attested as having /l/ but not /n/ (n = 14)
Xishu Yibin; Zunyi
Huguang Jishou; Changde
Chuanqian Anshun; Bijie; Liupanshui; Guiyang; Xingyi
Subjects whose dialect/city is attested as having /n/ but not /l/ (n = 4)
Chuanqian Mianyang; Nanchong
Subjects whose dialect/city is attested as having /l/ and /n/ (n = 7)
Yunnan Qujing; Kunming; Dali; Mengzi; Hechi
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/n/ were used to explore whether the presence of a competitor
sound at the end of the word would affect the accuracy of initial /l/
and /n/ production. Evidence from L1 acquisition shows that
children may assimilate initial consonants to the articulation of
following consonants (e.g., dog pronounced as *gog, see Pater and
Werle, 2003). This led us to include words with word-final /n/ and
/l/ to determine whether these expected sounds influenced
accuracy of initial /l/ and /n/.

The words with /l/ and /n/ in medial environments
included words with <nl> or <ln> (only or walnut),
words with <ll> (swallow), and words with <nn>
(winner). The list included 97 English words two
times each, 34 with word-initial /n/ and 34 with
word-final /l/, 10 with word-medial /nl/, seven with
word-medial /ln/, and six each with word-medial /l/ and
word-medial /n/. There were no distractor items. All
English words were presented using both normal
orthography and phonetic symbols based on British
phonetic symbols used in Chinese EFL textbooks.
(Chinese English learners start to learn English
phonetic symbols when they are in junior high, and
it was our expectation that using phonetic symbols
could help them to understand the pronunciation of
the words.)

Also included in the reading task were 50 Standard Mandarin
monosyllabic words, all spoken with each of the four tones. All
Standard Mandarin words were presented in Pinyin, which is the
official romanization system for Chinese in China. In some cases,
there was a gap and no actual Standard Mandarin word existed,
resulting in a nonsense word, and subjects were told that some of
the words they readwould not be real words. They were nonetheless
able to complete the task without undue difficulty. The total tokens
were therefore 400, included 200 initial nasal words and 200 initial
lateral words. Subjects read each word two times; the total analyzed
initial /l/ tokens were 5,000 (25 initial l-words × 4 tones × 25
subjects × 2 times), with the same number for initial /n/ tokens.

The syllable structure of SWMandarin is the same as Standard
Mandarin and maximally consists of onset (consonant), (glide)
and rhyme (with an optional nasal coda), as specified in Třísková
(2011). For most words, the effective syllable structure is CV, far
simpler than English. There are also four tones in Standard

Mandarin, i.e., Tone 1 (level), Tone 2 (rising), Tone 3 (falling-
rising) and Tone 4 (falling). Rhymes include vowel (plus glide)
with an optional final nasal. Standard Mandarin has a Sihu
rhyming system with four kinds of rhymes, called Kaikou Hu,
Hekou Hu, Qichi Hu and Cuokou Hu. Linguistically, Kaikou Hu
is the rhyme that begins with non-high vowels, that is, not /i u y/,
Hekou Hu begins with the /u/ sound, Qichi Hu begins with /i/,
and Cuokou Hu begins with /y/. The Standard Mandarin words
we used in our study were formed with an initial nasal or lateral
with each of the four kinds of rhyme. According to the Mandarin
Phonetic Alignment Chart Huang and Liao (2011), initial nasals
and laterals can be followed by all four Sihu rhymes, but not with
all vowels in each rhyme. In our words, we used only
phonotactically-licensed rhymes, even though these did not
always create an actual word in Standard Mandarin (Table 3).
In the first word type, the vowels in pinyin were <a> (a), <e> (ɤ),
<o> (o) or rhyming units that began with these vowels, such as
<ai>, <ei>, <ou>, etc. In the second word type, the vowels were
the high front vowel (i) or rhyming units beginning with <i>,
such as <ie> (iε), <ing> (iŋ), etc. The third word type preceded
the high back vowel (u) or rhyming units beginning with (u), such
as <uo> (uo), <uan> (uan), etc. In the last word type, /n/ or /l/
preceded the high front vowel (y) or rhyming units starting with
<ü>, like <üe> (yε).

Chinese words can be divided into monosyllabic words,
disyllabic words (two monosyllabic words that function as a
single word), trisyllabic words and tetrasyllabic words according
to the number of syllables, and the syllables that make up a word
are generally non-variable (Modern Chinese Teaching and
Research Program, Chinese Department, Peking University,
2020). We used CNCORPUS (www.cncorpus.org) to identify
whether the Chinese disyllabic stimuli were a (phonological)
word or a phrase. Standard Mandarin disyllabic words have the
features of word stress (Duanmu, 2000; Feng, 2016; Zhou, 2018;
Zhang, 2021). Of the sixty disyllabic words, 56 were considered to
be phonological words rather than phrases. The sixty Standard
Mandarin disyllabic words with nasals and laterals in combination
with other nasals and laterals (combo-type) or alone (non-combo
type) were also part of the reading. Non-combo disyllabic words
had one word with an initial nasal or lateral, while the other word
did not, like nan fang (nan faŋ). In combo-type disyllabic words,
both words had an initial nasal or lateral, such as nie lian (niε lεn)
(Table 4). The total recorded tokens for non-combo Standard
Mandarin disyllabic words were 1,000, and for combo 2,000. In
combo-type words, the second sound was a competitor (as in the
words like lemon and label for English). In non-combo type words,
only the word with the targeted sound was analyzed. Standard
Mandarin disyllabic words were presented in simplified Chinese
script, which is the norm in China. The Standard Mandarin
reading items were also presented without distractors.

Procedures
The recordings were collected in a professional recording studio
at Qufu Normal University. The productions were recorded to a
computer via a directional microphone using Audacity software,

TABLE 2 | English word list numbers for initial and middle /l/ and /n/ recording.

Word type (n) Words/Total Word type (l) Words/Total

Initial (n) Initial (l)

#n (night) 15/372 #l (light) 15/375
#n___n# (nation) 9/225 #l__l# (label) 9/225
#n___l# (nail) 10/246 #l___n# (lemon) 10/249

Medial (n) Medial (l)
#__nl__# (only) 10/250 #__ln__#(walnut) 7/174
#__<nn>__# (winner) 6/150 #__<ll>__#(swallow) 6/148
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with a sampling rate set to 44.1 kHz at 16 bits per sample on
one channel. Before recording, all speakers were given
sufficient time to practice all words. Speakers were asked to
read each word two times. The duration of the reading was
about 15–20 min for both English and Mandarin. The mono
recordings were saved as individual WAV files for evaluation.
Recordings that were problematic (e.g., from subject noise or
from sitting too far from themicrophone) were excluded from the
analysis.

Subjects first read the Standard Mandarin monosyllabic
words, each spoken with all of the four tones, followed by the
sixty Standard Mandarin disyllabic words. Finally, subjects also
read all the English words two times each. Certain tokens were
excluded because three subjects missed some words while reading
or because subjects sat too far from the microphone or made
other noises.

Data Analysis
All English sound files were evaluated by the researchers, and all
StandardMandarin sound files were evaluated by the first author, a
native speaker of Standard Mandarin. Both researchers in this
study have linguistic training and are trained in listening to second
language pronunciation learners. One researcher is a native speaker
of American English with 35 years of experience. The other
researcher is a native speaker of Standard Mandarin and is an
advanced L2 speaker of English who teaches English in China.
Errors in the production of initial /l/ and /n/ were identified as a
substitution. We evaluated the second production of each pair.
This allowed subjects to read each word once before producing
words that were evaluated. As a result, if the first reading was
correct and the second one was incorrect, we rated it as incorrect. If
the first was incorrect and the second was correct, we rated it as
correct. If the researchers were not in agreement, we consulted
Praat, especially looking at the F2 measures (Koffi, 2019) and
discussed our decisions until we agreed.

RESULTS

The first research question asked whether our subjects all had
difficulty producing the distinction between (l) and (n).
Figure 2 shows the percentage of errors from the original
25 SWM speakers in this study. Seven, all from the Yunnan
variety, were found to have no difficulty producing a difference
between the two sounds in Standard Mandarin, in accord with
some descriptions of Yunnan speakers of English (Deterding,
2006; Ao and Low, 2012). Their mean error rates for (n)
production and (l) production were 0.009 and 0.014%,
respectively. As a result, we report results only from the
remaining 18 subjects, 14 from the /l/ group and four from
the /n/ group. Because of the disparity in numbers of subjects,
any comparisons between these two varieties can only be
reported descriptively. It appears that the /n/ group had a
greater difficulty with the production of (l), as would be
expected, and that the /l/ group’s errors for (n) and (l) had
more errors for (n) readings. Mean error rates for the /l/
group’s production of (n) and (l) were 14.61 and 7.25%,
respectively, while the /n/ group’s mean error rates for
production of (n) and (l) were 7.63 and 16.25%,
respectively. These proportions are mirror images of each
other and indicate an influence of the L1 phonological systems.

Mean Error Rate of Initial /l/ and /n/ in
Standard Mandarin
Figure 3 shows the mean error rate of initial /n/ production for
the four types of rhymes in Mandarin. SWM speakers had the
largest number of errors for initial nasals in Standard Mandarin
(25%) when the rhyme started with /y/ and with /u/ (23.05%).
The other rhymes, in descending order, were rhymes starting with
non-high vowels and with /i/ at 20.98 and 18.05%, respectively.
When SWM speakers pronounced initial laterals in Standard
Mandarin, the rhymes may have influenced the accuracy of their
production, but the variations were not as noticeable. In
descending order, the mean error rates for initial /l/ were at
15.74% for Kaikou Hu (non-high vowels rhyme), 18.05% for
Hekou Hu (/u/-rhyme), 21.45% for Qichi Hu (/i/-rhyme), and
16.66% for Cukou Hu (/y/-rhyme) (Figure 3). These results
suggest that SWM speakers may be generally more accurate
with initial nasals and laterals when the rhymes start with a
nuclear non-high vowel.

We also examined SWM speakers’ performance on disyllabic
words in Standard Mandarin. The results indicate that SWM
speakers had more difficulty in producing initial nasal sounds

TABLE 3 | Standard Mandarin word list with initial /l/ and /n/.

Type Word

Non-high vowels rhymes na, la, ne, le, nai, lai, nei, lei, nao, lao, nou, lou, nan, lan, nang, lang, neng, leng, nong, long
/i/ rhyme ni, li, nia, lia, nie, lie, niao, liao, niu, liu, nian, lian, nin, lin, ning, ling, niang, liang
/u/ rhyme nu, lu, nuo, luo, nun, lun, nuan, luan
/y/ (ü) rhyme nü, lü, nüe, lüe

Note: <ü> represents (y).

TABLE 4 | Standard Mandarin disyllabic words list numbers for initial /l/ and /n/
recordings.

Combo
phrase type (n)

Words/Total Combo
phrase type (l)

Words/Total

#n+X (nan fang) 5/125 #l+X (lan fang) 5/125
X+#n (huang ni) 5/125 X+ #l (huang li) 5/125
#n+#n (niu nai) 10/250 #l+#l (liu lliang) 10/250
#n+#l (nie lian) 10/250 #l+#n (liu nian) 10/250

Note: “X” refers to an onset consonant that is neither (n) nor (l). These are classified as
non-combo type phrases.
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than lateral sounds in Standard Mandarin (see Figure 4), which
was similar to their performance in producing Standard
Mandarin monosyllabic words. There were two types of
Standard Mandarin disyllabic words analyzed. Figure 5 shows
SWM speakers had more trouble producing initial nasal and
lateral sounds in non-combo Standard Mandarin disyllabic words.

The mean error rate for producing initial nasals in non-combo
disyllabic words in Standard Mandarin was 22.77%, and the mean
error rate for initial laterals in non-combo disyllabic words was
15.55%. However, the mean error rate of production for combo
disyllabic words was 18.05% for initial nasals and only 7.5% for
initial laterals, which indicates, somewhat surprisingly, that the

FIGURE 2 | Error rate of production of Standard Mandarin words with initial /n/ and /l/ by subjects’ variety.

FIGURE 3 | Error rate of production of Standard Mandarin words with initial /n/ and /l/ by word types.
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presence of a competitor sound facilitated accuracy for both initial
nasals and laterals. Rather than making the articulation more
challenging, subjects appeared to do better. When the
competitor sound was identical, this makes sense as both can
more easily assimilate to the same articulation. When the

competitor was different (as in lemon, nail), this greater
accuracy suggested greater care in distinguishing the sounds.

A mixed-effects logistic regression analysis using lme4 in R
was used to examine the effect of tone on production of initial
nasals and laterals in Standard Mandarin (R Development Core

FIGURE 4 | Error rate of production of Standard Mandarin disyllabic words with initial /n/ and /l/.

FIGURE 5 | Error rate of production of Standard Mandarin disyllabic words by formation.
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Team, 2009) with four tones, and two consonants (nasal and
lateral) as fixed factors, subject and item number as random
factors. The results (Tables 5–7, Figure 6) showed that there was
no significant difference between subjects’ error rates for lateral
and nasal production for the four tones. Tone did not affect
mispronunciations of initial /l/ or /n/ for SWM speakers.

Mean Error Rate of Initial and Medial /l/ and
/n/ Production in English
Figure 7 shows that SWM speakers had consistent difficulties
in the production of syllable initial /l/ with all three types of
initial /l/ English words. Descriptively, the mean error rate for
each was high, with 30% or more productions being wrong for
each environment. Words with initial lateral and final alveolar
nasal (lemon) were mispronounced 37.77% of the time,
followed by the words with initial and final lateral (label) at
35.18%. The lowest mean error rate was for words with only an
initial lateral (light), which was 31.11%. SWM speakers had
much less trouble pronouncing nasals. The mean error rate
was around 15% with modest variation between environments.
The mean for the words only with initial nasal (night), the
words with initial nasal and final lateral (nail), and initial and
final nasals (nation) were 21.48, 15 and 14.51%, respectively.
These descriptive results suggest that environments may affect
initial /n/ and /l/ differently. While the absence of a competitor
sound meant worse accuracy for /l/, it meant better accuracy
for initial /n/.

English is the third language for all subjects; we also wanted
to know how different groups of SWM speakers pronounced
English words with initial /l/ or /n/. As with Standard
Mandarin, the effect of the participants’ sub-variety is

TABLE 5 | Descriptive results for tone effects.

β SE z p

NL1 (Intercept) 2.936 0.800 3.673 0.000
Tone 2 −1.027 0.881 −1.166 0.243
Tone 3 −0.766 0.908 −0.844 0.398
Tone 4 −1.248 0.863 −1.446 0.148

Tone 1 NL2 0.139 0.528 0.263 0.792

Notes: NL1 � lateral, NL2 � nasal.

TABLE 6 | Tone comparison results under the condition of lateral.

Tone pairwise β SE z p

1–2 1.203 1.210 0.994 0.320
1–3 0.732 1.274 0.575 0.565
1–4 1.221 1.208 1.01 0.312
2–3 −0.47 0.998 −0.471 0.637
2–4 0.017 0.911 0.019 0.985
3–4 0.488 0.995 0.490 0.624

Notes: 1 � tone 1,2 � tone 2, 3 � tone 3, 4 � tone 4

TABLE 7 | Tone comparison results under the condition of nasal.

Tone pairwise β SE z p

1–2 0.801 1.288 0.622 0.534
1–3 0.789 1.290 0.612 0.540
1–4 1.267 1.227 1.033 0.301
2–3 −0.012 1.069 −0.011 0.991
2–4 0.466 0.991 0.470 0.638
3–4 0.478 0.994 0.481 0.631

Notes: 1 � tone 1,2 � tone 2, 3 � tone 3, 4 � tone 4

FIGURE 6 | Error rate of production of Standard Mandarin words by tone.
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evident (Figure 8). For both the /l/-only group and /n/-only
group initial (n) was much more accurately produced than
initial (l), suggesting that even for speakers for whom initial /n/
is not phonemic, the sound is more likely to be pronounced
accurately. This may be because most Mandarin varieties
license nasals as codas. In other words, the feature (nasal)
exists in Mandarin even when it is not phonemic in a particular
environment, and the /l/-only group is therefore as successful
as the /n/-only group in using this feature in their L2 and L3

nasal production. It is in the production of initial /l/ that we see
differences, with the /n/ group being much less accurate than
the /l/ group. In light and lemon type words, the /n/ group was
far less accurate, but in label type words, the /l/ and /n/ groups
showed similar accuracy. This may be because words with
initial and final /l/ helped them to focus on the production of
initial /l/, whereas /l/ words with final /n/ resulted in a much
higher mean error rate for the /n/ group, suggesting that the
presence of both sounds made it more challenging for them to

FIGURE 7 | Error rate of production for the syllable initial /n/ and /l/ in English words by word types.

FIGURE 8 | Error rate of production for the syllable initial /n/ and /l/ in English words by subjects’ variety.
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articulate the competing sounds in the same word. The /n/
group had a similar pattern for initial /n/ words, with n_l
words being more difficult than n_n words, albeit with a
smaller difference.

Influence of L1 on L2 (Standard Mandarin)
and (L3) English Production
SWM speakers demonstrate production problems with the initial
/l/ and /n/ when they speak in both Standard Mandarin and
English (see Figure 9). In Standard Mandarin, the mean error
rate for initial /n/ was slightly higher than for initial /l/. In English,
their performance was different. The mean error rate for syllable
initial /l/ in English (33.37%) was much higher than in the syllable
initial /n/ (17.49%), with greater variability in performance.

A 2 × 2 within-subjects ANOVA with language (English and
Standard Mandarin) and consonants /n l/ as factors showed a
significant interaction [F(1, 17) � 11.916, p �0.003]. Simple effects
indicated that English productions had a greater number of errors
than Standard Mandarin both in nasal and lateral sounds. For
lateral sounds, the errors in English were significantly higher than
those in Standard Mandarin (M �0 .238, SD �0.049, p �0.000).
There was no significant difference between production of the
nasal in Standard Mandarin and English.

We computed the Spearman correlation of SWM speakers’
production of Mandarin and English. The correlation showed
that the accuracy of initial nasal production for English was
highly correlated to the initial nasal production of Standard
Mandarin (r �0.898, p <0.001) as was the production of initial
lateral sounds in Standard Mandarin and English (r �0.778,
p <0.001). This means that if our SWM subjects had more

accurate pronunciation for initial nasals and laterals in
Standard Mandarin, they were likely to also be more accurate
in English.

Medial (l) and (n) in English, Alone and in
Combination
In English, SWM speakers demonstrated serious difficulty when
both nasal and lateral sounds occurred together in medial
position (Figure 10), with #_ln_# words mispronounced at a
higher rate than #_nl_# These words were mispronounced in a
large majority of all productions. SWM speakers consistently
produced only a single nasal or lateral rather than two distinct
sounds. It appears that the /n/-only group, small though it was,
had greater trouble. A paired t-test showed a significant effect of
segment for both #_ln_# and #_nl_# type words, with subjects
more frequently using a nasal sound than a lateral (Table 8). This
production of only one sound where English native speakers
would use two may indicate an assimilation to the manner of
articulation of the other segment [cf. Gordon, 1957, pp. 280–82,
in which (n) was deleted before other sonorants, including (l) and
the presence of (r) with (l) or (n) led to (ll) and (nn)].
Alternatively, SWM speakers’ tendency to produce only a
single sound in English words may be due to phonotactic
constraints from Mandarin syllabic structure which does not
allow (l) in a coda nor (l) and (n) to occur next to each other.
English words with a double spelled <nn> or <ll>, which required
only a single sound, were produced much more accurately,
suggesting that double spellings which do not indicate two
different sounds may promote more accurate production for
/l/ and for /n/.

FIGURE 9 | Error rate of production of words with initial /n/ and /l/ in Standard Mandarin and English.
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DISCUSSION

Research Questions
The first research question looked at the effect of L1 dialect on
production of /l/ and /n/ in Standard Mandarin. Descriptions of
SWM recognize difference within the variety regarding the
phonological status of /l/ and /n/ (Li, 2004; Qian, 2010). Some
areas have /n/ but not /l/, others the opposite, and yet others have
a phonological contrast between the two sounds. Our findings
confirm these descriptions of /l/-/n/ variation in SW Mandarin.
All subjects who were from Yunnan province showed no
difficulty in producing both (n) and (l). In contrast, the
subjects who were from the /n/ dialect area showed more
difficulty producing (l) than (n), as should be expected.
Similarly, the subjects from an attested /l/ dialect area had the
opposite pattern, with (n) showing a higher error rate than (l).
This indicates that subjects’ L1 phonological system influenced
their productions in their additional languages. Those with a
single category were more accurate in the pronunciation of items
that matched the category in their dialect. However, they were
also quite accurate overall, and their mispronunciations of /l/ and
/n/ were a small minority of the total productions.

The second research question asked about the effects of
environment on /l/ and /n/ production in Standard Mandarin.
Environment was defined as differences in tone, whether the
words were pronounced with or without a competitor sound in
phrases, and the effects of the Sihu rhyming system in Mandarin,
whose rhyme differences include four categories: rhymes
beginning with (i), with (u), with (y), and with non-high
vowels. The findings showed that the tone associated with the
production of each word of did not affect (l) and (n) production
accuracy. The presence or absence of a competitor sound in a
phrase showed greater accuracy with /n/ when there was a
competitor, and less accuracy for /l/. Finally, the effect of
following vowel created different error patterns for (n) and (l)
production. For a rhyme beginning with (i), both sounds had
similar error rates [18.05% for (n), 21.45% for (l)], but for the
other three rhymes, the error rates for (n) production were
considerably higher than for (l). This suggests there may be
some speakers for whom environment affects their production,
and some studies of SWM have indicated that speakers have a
phonological contrast between (n) and (l) before high front
vowels but not elsewhere (Qian, 2010). Our data do not allow
us to confirm this.

The third research question asked about the phonological
environments most likely to elicit /n/ and /l/ pronunciation
confusions in English. There was no clear effect of environment,
but because our subjects included speakers from two
phonological systems in uneven numbers, we can only offer
descriptive data for the full group. The three initial /l/
environments had error rates near 30% or higher, while all of
the /n/ environments had error rates at half the frequency of the
pronunciation of /l/. This indicates that environment did not
clearly affect the accuracy of the pronunciation of either sound
in English. This is perhaps not surprising since our competitor

FIGURE 10 | Error rate of production for the English words with the syllable /-nl-/, /-ln-/ and <||>, <nn>.

TABLE 8 | t-test results comparing the type of #_nl_# and #_ln_# words.

Comparison M SD t df p

#_nl_#→l 0.197 0.169 −2.177 17 0.044
#_nl_#→n 0.441 0.340
#_ln_#→l 0.230 0.219 −4.408 17 0.000
#_ln_#→n 0.612 0.207

Notes: #_nl_#→l means the type of #_nl_# words only produce a single lateral sound.
#_nl_#→n means the type of #_nl_# words only produce a single nasal sound.
Same pattern with the type of #_ln_# words.
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sounds were in coda position and often in unstressed syllables.
Mandarin varieties allow /n/ in codas [though their realization
varies between (+consonantal) and (−consonantal)] but do not
allow /l/ in coda position (Zhang and Levis, 2020). Child
language acquisition shows a tendency to assimilate onset
consonants to following consonants (e.g., yellow pronounced
as *lellow, as in, for example, Gillespie and Greenberg, 2017).
However, studies on tone perception House (1996) have shown
that there are different types and amounts of information
available from onsets and codas and the two do not
consistently affect each other. For future research, initial /n/
and /l/ words could likely include all environments without
affecting findings.

It should be pointed out that our SWM subjects correctly
produced (n) and (l) most of the time. However, when listening to
such speakers, it is our experience that confusion between /l/ and
/n/ seems extremely common in spoken production. This may be
because both /n/ and /l are frequently-occurring consonants in
English (Hayden, 1950), and that listeners notice deviations not
correct productions. An analogy to overregularization in child
language is instructive. In a corpus of child language, Marcus et al.
(1992) found that overregularized forms (e.g., flied for the past
tense flew) occurred in only five percent of possible
environments. Adult speakers notice these forms in child
language and believe they are far more common than they are.
(When our linguistics students are asked to estimate the
frequency of such forms, giving them four answers, 5, 25, 45
and 65%, they usually pick the two highest frequencies.) Similarly,
difficulties in distinguishing /l/ and /n/ in English speech may
seem more common than they are. It may be that SWM speakers
are using knowledge that /l/ and /n/ are different sounds in other
languages to provide imperfect production of both sounds.
Archibald (2005) argues that L2 learners can redeploy
phonological knowledge from the features of their L1 for more
accurate L2 production. For example, Japanese speakers do not
have a distinction between /b/ and /v/ but do distinguish stops
from continuants (Brown, 2000). As a result, they can use this
knowledge of featural distinctions from their L1 to learn an
unfamiliar distinction in another language using the same
features. The overall accuracy of production suggests that
SWM speakers may be able to use some knowledge from their
L1 to produce the sounds in their L2 and L3. We cannot know
whether SWM speakers similarly make use of their language
learning experience (and perhaps the knowledge that their variety
is marked in its pronunciation of /l/ and /n/) to pronounce
phonesmore accurately in their L2 and L3. Brown (1998) suggests
as much for Japanese speakers when she says that Japanese
speakers’ performance on the picture task (roughly 60%
correct) is, on the whole, better than their performance on the
auditory task (roughly 30% correct) (p. 169). If this is the case, it
would suggest that in a task in which attention to their production
is maximized (as in the reading tasks we used, see Brown, 1998),
language learners may be able to demonstrate greater production
accuracy than perception accuracy. This question must await
perceptual studies.

The fourth research question examined the comparison of
SWM speakers’ /l/ and /n/ mispronunciations when reading in

Standard Mandarin and English. This question sought to
establish how the speakers’ L1 affected the accuracy of their
production in their other languages which had both phonemes.
The results showed that the frequency of errors for Standard
Mandarin was never more than 15%. Somewhat surprisingly, the
error rate increased when the subjects read phrases with only one
/l/ or /n/ word, while it decreased when they read phrases with
two target sounds. Thus, phrases with competitor sounds were
associated with greater accuracy. We expected that such
competition would make mispronunciations more common,
but this was not supported by the data.

For the English word reading, the /l/ and /n/ mispronunciation
rate was higher than for Standard Mandarin, with a significant
difference between the accuracy of production of /l/ in English
and in Standard Mandarin. This is somewhat surprising. For
Standard Mandarin words, both the /l/-only group and /n/-only
group (refer to Figure 2) demonstrated greater difficulty with the
production of (l), but in English, the number of /l/ errors was
greater than in Mandarin while the number of /n/ errors
remained similar for the L2 and L3 production. This suggests
that even for /l/-only subjects, the production of (l) was more
difficult.

Finally, we looked at the production accuracy for medial /l/
and /n/, both in words where the sounds were represented by
orthographically doubled letters with a single sound and when
both sounds were expected to be produced separately in sequence.
Words with orthographic doubling of /l/ were produced more
accurately than initial /l/ words, and those with medial <nn>were
produced with accuracy similar to words with initial (n). In
contrast, words with medial <ln> and /<nl> (e.g., walnut,
only) were almost never correctly pronounced, with walnut
type words being more difficult. In most mispronunciations,
subjects produced only one of the sounds, more commonly
(n). These words were different from the other words in that
their syllable structure included a coda consonant in the first
syllable followed by an onset consonant in the second syllable.
When the coda was (l) (as in walnut), it involved a violation of the
phonotactics of SWM. Zhang and Levis (2020) showed that final
/l/ in English is almost never pronounced by SWM speakers,
which may be the reason that word internal coda (l) would also be
mispronounced. Although coda (n) is licensed in Mandarin, it is
often produced as a nasalized vowel, and its production as a
consonant occurs only about half the time. In general, Mandarin
most commonly is produced with CV syllables, and in this study
the two separate consonants in the middle of the word seemed to
be assimilated to a single consonant realization in line with
Mandarin syllable structure. In our results, this medial
consonant is most likely to be (n). Although most of our
subjects came from the /l/-only dialect area, and we would
expect that they would favor medial (l) rather than (n), this
was not the case. More importantly, because these medial
combinations of (n) and (l) are almost certain to be
mispronounced by SWM speakers, it would be valuable to
know whether the mispronunciations affect how English
listeners understand the words. The initial /l/-/n/ contrast has
a high functional load (Catford, 1987), but we do not have
equivalent measure for loss of a segment in the middle of a
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word. The earlier anecdote about pronouncing walnuts as
wallets creates a different word that caused confusion for the
listeners, but not all examples are so clear. Pronouncing only as
either (oni) or (oli) while preserving the original stress pattern
may be fully intelligible to a listener, and there may be no need
in most cases to pronounce both sounds. Instead, it may be better
to focus attention on particular words that cause loss of
understanding.

/l/-/n/ in Cantonese and in Southwestern
Mandarin
There is a substantially larger amount of research on /l/ and /n/ in
Cantonese speakers’ (l)-(n) production than in SWM, but our
findings make clear that the lack of an /l/-/n/ contrast in the two
Chinese languages follow different patterns. Cantonese, especially
Hong Kong Cantonese, is in the process of a merger between the
two sounds that suggests a complementary distribution, with (l)
occurring in onset and (n) in coda position (Ng, 2017). This
merger is more evident in younger speakers (Yeung, 1980; Tong
and James, 1994), but HKC speakers perceive the differences
between the two sounds, indicating that this advanced merger
remains incomplete (Chan, 2011). Additionally, Cantonese
speakers may infrequently pronounce (l) as (ɹ) (Chan, 2010),
an error we found even more rarely in our SWM data. In SWM,
any merger of the two sounds (l) and (n) took place in more
distant history; some varieties of SWM currently have /l/ and
others /n/, but the /l/ was a more difficult sound in English for all
SWM speakers. There was also difficulty in our agreeing on
identification of some English productions because the subjects
sometimes appeared to produce a co-articulated sound with both
nasal and lateral elements, sometimes leading to confusion for us
as researchers.

Indeed, some productions defied easy categorization in the
English data. One example is the word “nock” produced by
subject D15 (provided in the Supplementary Material on the
journal site). One author was confident that the initial sound was
a lateral, but the other was certain it was a nasal. The acoustic
measurements could not completely clarify our disagreement as
the productions had acoustic evidence of both phonetic features.
This indicates the need for an analysis of SWM (l) and (n) in
terms of phonological features, especially because both /n/ and /l/
are ambiguous in regards to the feature (continuant), and their
specific feature settings may be different in different languages
(Mielke, 2005). It may also be the case that the features (nasal)
and (lateral) are not distinguished for SWM speakers, causing us
as listeners to hear their productions in terms of our own
phonemic systems, which may not be equivalent in how the
features distinguishing /n/ and /l/ are realized. As mentioned
earlier, some researchers have argued that hybrid productions
that include aspects of both lateral and nasal sounds occur within
some Mandarin varieties (Chan, 1987; Soejima et al., 1990). How
this would be described in terms of features is not clear, but it is
likely that such productions would include both (nasal) and
(lateral) features. This intriguing possibility must, however, be
left for future research.

Influences on L2 and L3 Pronunciation
Although we do not have evidence of L1 patterns of /l/-/n/
productions for SW Mandarin itself, there is suggestive
evidence that the L1 system affects production in both the L2
(StandardMandarin) and L3 (English). The first piece of evidence
is that the effect of the sub-variety was similar for both L2 and L3.
Speakers with only /n/ in their L1 had higher numbers of /l/ errors
in both the L2 and L3, and those with only /l/ in their
phonological inventory had more /n/ errors in L2 and L3.
This indicates a consistent effect of the L1 on both additional
languages. A second piece of evidence is that /l/ appeared to be
more challenging than /n/ for both L2 and L3 production,
suggesting the same influence on both additional languages.
Despite differences in frequency of errors, there was a strong
correlation between the performance in both the L2 and L3.
Those subjects with better accuracy in Standard Mandarin were
likely to have better performance in English, and those with worse
performance in English were likewise less accurate in Standard
Mandarin. Evidence against the influence of the L2 on L3 can be
seen in how English error rates for /l/ were higher than the
frequency of Standard Mandarin errors. If L2 production had
been influential on L3 production, we would expect fewer English
errors than we in fact found. Instead, the language distance
(Llama et al., 2010) between SWM and Standard Mandarin,
two historically related varieties, was associated with greater
accuracy in Standard Mandarin production than in English,
which is more typologically distant.

The differing accuracy rates may also occur because of
proficiency differences and different phonotactic constraints in
the L2 and L3. SWM speakers learn Standard Mandarin from an
earlier age and the language is presented consistently in the school
setting. English is introduced later and is used primarily within
English classes. SWM and Standard Mandarin share the same
syllable structures, the same possible environments for both (n)
(onset and coda) and (l) (onset only), and little difference in basic
vocabulary, making the words produced more familiar. In
contrast, the production of (n) and (l) in English occurs in
unfamiliar linguistic environments (initial, in clusters,
medially, and final) especially when the sounds were produced
in clusters. The syllable structure and phonotactics of English are
more complex than those of Mandarin, and this may make the
production of (l) and (n) more challenging overall because /l/ and
/n/ get pronounced in more environments and include different
allophones.

Finally, SWM learners of English also have a higher learning
burden for English, not only phonologically but also lexically and
orthographically, contending with both more complex
phonotactics and a more challenging knowledge of vocabulary.
This suggests that when speaking English, SWM speakers may
pay less attention to particular segments because of the extra
attention needed to attend tomeaning. In addition, English words
are represented with a different writing system, which may add to
the burden of accurate pronunciation. Latin orthography in the
form of pinyin is used for elements of Mandarin reading, but its
orthographic system does not have the same sound-spelling
correspondence used in English. Even though <l> and <n>
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often reflect the corresponding phonemes, English’s notably
opaque orthography adds to the burden of pronouncing words
that learners may or may not have ever heard before.

Implications for Pronunciation Teaching
The /l/-/n/ contrast, as mentioned earlier, is similar in functional
load to contrasts such as /l/-/ɹ/ and /p/-/b/, which are at the
highest level of functional load in English (Catford, 1987; Brown,
1988). This means that it is very likely that confusions of these
two phonemes in English will lead to misunderstandings, to
challenges in processing speech, and to increased perceptions
of accentedness (Munro and Derwing, 2006). Higher functional
load is well-established as an important criterion for
comprehensibility and accentedness in English (Munro and
Derwing, 2006; Suzukida and Saito, 2019), but it is also likely
that this contrast is equally important for learning other major
languages such as French, Swedish, Russian, and Spanish, all of
which have the /l/-/n/ contrast. Thus this challenge for SWM
speakers (and Cantonese speakers) in speaking English may also
be relevant for a variety of other additional languages.

Our findings indicate that /l/ may be a more challenging sound
for SWM speakers in English as /l/ words had consistently higher
error rates than /n/ words, and in words with both sounds (e.g,
only, walnut), subjects were more likely to delete (l) and
pronounce the (n). Nonetheless, the degree of difference
between /n/ and /l/ accuracy for different subjects may not be
relevant from a teacher’s point of view since both the /n/ group
and /l/ group had a similar combined accuracy on /n/ and /l/
words together. Although they had different proportions of /l/
and /n/ mispronunciation, from the viewpoint of a teacher, they
would have similar numbers of errors. In English, /n/ and /l/ are
two of the five most common consonants (Hayden, 1950), which
means that listeners will be regularly confronted by word
identification decisions when speaking with a SWM speaker
who does not consistently produce a difference between the
sounds. For SWM speakers, this may indicate a need for not
only production but also perception training. If the difficulties
that SWM speakers have in production are related to perception,
then robust perceptual training using High Variability Phonetic
Training (HVPT) may be required to help develop or strengthen
distinct phonetic categories for /l/ and /n/. Although there is
evidence that Cantonese speakers perceive the differences
between (l) and (n) (Chan, 2011), because of the phonological
distribution of the two sounds, there is no reason to assume this is
the case for SWM speakers. Qian (2018) looked at the /l/-/n/
contrast in her HVPT study of Chinese learners. For her subjects,
which included some SWM speakers, HVPT training appeared to
help the few speakers who had this challenge. A study involving
only SWM speakers would be valuable in determining the extent
to which SWM speakers can improve their perception of the two
sounds.

The results suggest that there are easier and more difficult
environments for teaching. Single medial /l/ and /n/ seemed to be
the most successfully pronounced and may be a good place to
start with production and perception practice, while medial <ln>
and <nl> were almost always mispronounced. These frequent
mispronunciations of medial sound pairs may suggest that these

should be a priority, but an intelligibility-based approach to
teaching (Levis, 2018) asks for evidence that errors affect
understanding. However, we have no evidence that producing
only one sound where two are expected affects understanding in
the way that functional load predicts problems for initial /l/ and
/n/, which are likely to be more important because initial
mispronunciations can lead listeners to access the wrong
cohort of potential words (Marslen-Wilson and Welsh, 1978;
Zielinski, 2008).

Limitations
A clear limitation of our study is that we had uneven numbers of
subjects from different sub-varieties. It would be helpful to have
larger and more equal numbers of subjects controlled for sub-
variety. The exploratory nature of our study and the uneven
numbers only made it possible for us to suggest trends in the
production of /l/ and /n/. Another limitation was in the nature of
the data we collected. There was no free speech, which may have
provided different frequencies for confused sounds. This could
also make it possible to quantify the comprehensibility of SWM
speech by allowing listeners to rate the speech. Third, in collecting
our recordings, we did not include distractor items though it is
not clear that this affected how our subjects attended to the task.
Even though all the words included (l) and (n), several subjects
still asked the first author about the purpose of the study after
reading the items. In addition, the uneven numbers of items
produced added complications to our ability to compare
frequencies. Some had 34 items (initial /n/ and /l/ for English)
while other had as few as seven items or as many as 400 (Standard
Mandarin words). Larger numbers of words almost certainly
guaranteed greater numbers of unknown items, perhaps causing
unforeseen difficulties in lexical access. Finally, our study did not
include perception data. Because perception data is a better
measure of whether there are intractable limitations in the L2
phonological system (Brown, 1998; Brown, 2000), and
production data may not be directly related to perception,
perception data would have allowed more confident
interpretations of the production data.

Future Research
As mentioned above, it is very important that there be perception
studies about how well SWM speakers hear (l) and (n). We know
that the perception of even very difficult L2 contrasts can be
improved (e.g., Bradlow et al., 1999), and that improved
perception can also lead to improved production (Sakai and
Moorman, 2018), although this is not always the case
(Kartushina et al., 2015). If /l/-/n/ difficulties in production
have a perceptual component, then high variability phonetic
training approaches can be employed to build new category
boundaries (Barriuso and Hayes-Harb, 2018) and complement
production practice.

Another type of study that would be valuable would be an
acoustic analysis of /l/ and /n/ production by SWM speakers.
There are suggestions in previous research (Soejima et al., 1990)
that SWM speakers may produce a sound that has both nasal
and lateral realizations (e.g., a lateral nasal), indicating that a
better analysis of the /l/-/n/ merger would be in terms of features
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rather than segments, especially for items that seemed to have
features associated with phonologically distinct segments in
languages like English. This would require a careful acoustic
analysis that looked at productions that were in-between
the category boundaries of the researchers. We identified
quite a few potential tokens in our own listening, and they
invariably led us as English-L1 and Standard Mandarin-L1
listeners to disagree on their categorization. If SWM speakers
indeed have a sound that has characteristics of both nasals
and laterals, it would suggest that /l/-/n/ problems are more
like that attested for Japanese speakers with /l/-/ɹ/. Alternatively,
we could be seeing pronunciations that result from speakers
with one category speaking a language with a new category.
Additionally, in regard to only and walnut type words, It
may be that the subjects produced the singleton sound with
greater duration, that is, as a geminate, to acoustically signal
a difference between words with a single sound and these
words. This would require production data for words like
whining and whaling, in which there was only one medial
consonant letter.

It would also be interesting to examine the L2 speech of
different age groups. The learning of Standard Mandarin has
become more standardized in China’s education system over
many decades, and our subjects began learning Standard
Mandarin at the beginning of their schooling. Subjects who
are older (e.g., over 40 years old) are less likely to have
received early training in Standard Mandarin or English, and
the effects of their L1 may be greater.

CONCLUSION

The SWM lack of contrast between /l/ and /n/ is a problem that
helps explore the interface between L2 phonology and L2
pronunciation and is important for a number of reasons. First,
from a point of view of L2 phonology, this study addresses a
phonemic contrast that is common in a wide variety of languages
(Yip, 2011) and is thus relevant to a variety of L2 learning
contexts. SWM is unusual in not having such a distinction.
Since our production data do not make clear the extent to
which (l) and (n) represent two allophones of one phoneme in
SWM, or whether they represent a sound in SWM sub-varieties
that is neither /l/ nor /n/ (Soejima et al., 1990), data that bears on
this question would be valuable for studying the phonetics and
phonology of SW Mandarin.

From an L2 pronunciation point of view, the sounds in this
study are important to L2 learners from a large population. More
than 85,000,000 people speak Cantonese around the world, most
of them L1 speakers in China and Hong Kong (Ethnologue,
2021), and up to 270,000,000 speakers speak some variety of SW
Mandarin (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, 2012). The
production of these sounds in English thus becomes important
because English is a required subject throughout their education
beginning at age nine.

Our starting point for this study came from our interests as
language teachers, which led us to examine how SWM speakers
produced words with /l/ and /n/ in their additional languages. We
were especially interested in the frequency and distribution of the
subjects’ /l/-/n/ errors in English because of the likelihood of such
errors leading to unintelligibility in SWM speakers’ English. It is
our hope that this study provides a beginning that will lead to a
more accurate understanding of where and how often such errors
occur, and that our results may inform English pronunciation
teachers’ work with SWM learners.
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